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Usually we submit batch jobs, maybe interactive jobs if-needs-be;
Is the command line good enough? - not always:
* some tools are GUI only, still need major resources
* Interactive data exploration
* Visualizations / plotting
* Collaboration and sharing
* Classroom and training situations
* Analyses triggered by non-HPC users
I will bring 4 examples of such applications now.
XPRA

- [https://xpra.org/](https://xpra.org/)
- “screen for X11”
- Allows disconnect / re-connect to existing X sessions
- Web interface for X11 rendering (HTML5 canvas)
- For arbitrary GUI applications
- Containerized in SLURM
- Custom middleware for job management

“Screen”: disconnect from sessions and reconnect later (from somewhere else)
Allows session access via SSH, TCP, and Web!!
Actually: we run X11+canvas client
Drawback: arbitrary GUI apps:
* watch out for keyboard shortcuts (close tab, browser, etc)
Launch XPRA job
Request resources and select application
Applications are launched in Singularity containers (no X11 on compute nodes)
XPRA job submitted

Job will be queued and eventually be ready to connect to
XPRA session
XPRA setup
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launch job
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middleware

batch scheduler
• https://rstudio.com/
• IDE for R language
• Desktop and Web version (RStudio server)
• Commercial version for advanced features
• RStudio company has become a public benefit company https://blog.rstudio.com/2020/01/29/rstudio-pbc

Studio Server: launchers = start mechanism for individual session
Commercial features: launchers for various backends (local, Kubernetes, SLURM)
Portal overview
control over multiple sessions
Fully fledged R IDE.
* Interpreter from env modules
* Syntax completion / help
* Launch more jobs from code selection (with different job size than editor session)
RStudio setup
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• https://galaxyproject.org/

• Web based workflow tool

• Tools as building blocks (parameters, input, output)

• Tool definitions in XML

• Multiple instances: dev - testing - production
Design full workflows via GUI
Requires initial input and starts tools accordingly to do the full pipeline of processing
Bioinformatics create workflows, can be used for analyses by other users
Galaxy setup

GitOps setup:
* Develop: for IT department: deploy, config tests
testing: clone of production, for Tool/Workflow developers
production: for end-users
• [https://jupyter.org/](https://jupyter.org/)

• Web-Based IDE (standalone vs. hub)

• Notebooks = Code + Outputs

• Interpreters as “Kernels”
Spawner = implementation for launching IDE (local, docker, Kubernetes, Batch)
* select job size
* Select environment
  * I.e. use same Python versions (modules) that are available on the cluster
  * maybe run the same code later as patch job
  * There are converters for Notebook -> python script
Jupiter Lab = extended IDE
* File browser
* Notebooks
  * Cells = code snippets, execution unit
* different Kernels
* Various plugins: i.e. viewer for hdf5, FASTA, etc.
* Drawback: no code select -> job like RStudio
Browser connects to hub through a proxy
Hub will program proxy to forward users to their notebook servers
No direct connection to system running the notebooks required
Summary

- **XPRA**
  Special use cases: X11 applications (Fiji) in Containers

- **RStudio**
  R (from env modules), web-based IDE

- **Galaxy**
  Pre-configured workflows

- **JupyterHub**
  Python (per-user kernels), plugins

Summary:
XPRA: for special use cases, non-web GUI applications
RStudio: based on module environment, execute code snippets as jobs
Galaxy: workflow tool, UI editor, separate development from production
Jupyterhub: Notebooks, Kernels
Others

- OpenOnDemand: interactive/remote desktop portal
  https://openondemand.org/

- Apache Zeppelin: data exploration “notebooks”
  https://zeppelin.apache.org/

- Eclipse Che: cloud-based editor
  https://www.eclipse.org/che/

This list is non-exhaustive
OpenOnDemand: GUI applications + also web-based shell access - why!
Zeppelin: Datasource (SQL, ...) oriented notebooks
Che: cloud-based IDE dev environment - is this where things are moving?
Then this happened
What is wrong?  
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ABSTRACT  
Computational notebooks—such as Azure, Databricks, and Jupyter—are a popular, interactive paradigm for data scientists to author code, analyze data, and interleave visualizations, all within a single document. Nevertheless, as data scientists incorporate more of their activities into notebooks, they encounter unexpected difficulties, or pain points, that impact their productivity and disrupt their workflow. Through a systematic, mixed-methods study using semi-structured interviews (n = 20) and survey (n = 156) with data scientists, we catalog nine pain points when working with notebooks. Our findings suggest that data scientists face numerous pain points throughout the entire workflow—from setting up notebook environments, to deploying to production—across many notebook environments. Our data scientists report essential notebook requirements, such as supporting data exploration and visualization. The results of our study inform and inspire the design of computational notebooks.
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ACM Concepts  
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20 interviews + 120 surveys  
9 Major deficiencies of notebooks

* sharing is “difficult”  
* Reproducibility is difficult as it depends on the environment  
* Code management:
  * Notebook == JSON  
  * Code + data -> changes on every execution  
  * Git : no meaningful diffs

... so as a conclusion: things are changing, different platforms - but with their own problems
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